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Abstract
Microblogging sites have gained very importance
nowadays. We can know sentiments of people and
predict things from their sentiments. In this paper,
we are detecting public safety events by analyzing
the sentiments via Microblogging text messages. In
this the ratings have been given i.e, positive,
negative or neutral to the tweets, where there is a pre
selection of topics causing riots and also some
random tweets based on it. In this we will calculate
the subjectivity and polarity confidence to capture
the sentiments. Three classes of tweet are considered
here that are positive, negative and neutral. There are
predicated topics that have high chances of riots. For
a particular event related with that topic we will
analyze the tweets about that topic and also the
tweets taken for analyzing purpose will be taken
from the microblogging site users whose locations
are same as that of the event. If the tweets negative
comments are more than a particular threshold then
the event will be said that it requires public safety.
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Introduction
Microblog mining has become a very important
research field .It can be used to know commercial
and political view of the people. A sentiment
analysis can be considered as a two type
classification problem. The negative and positive
classes are considered under it.
The vector space model is very much used for text
representation [1], in this it takes a vector to
represent a document. An important preprocessing
step for many tasks in text mining, is to transform
natural language message text to numerical vector
which includes cluster analysis and sentiment
classification. [3]
In the previous paper, the support vector machine
has been taken as the classifier. It is because its
excellence in solving two-class classification
problem. In this, they included three dictionaries
from Dalian University, self-established dictionary
and CNKI-Hownet emotional .[2,4,5]
The analysis of the sentiments can help in various
fields for reviews of the people to predict things
from the future like events that need public safety.
We can know that how the sentiments play an
important role in different field like politics business
and many more.
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Literature Review
A hashtag is a term that can used by many users.
Also, the retweet is used when you have to tweet
some other’s post in your timeline. This feature can
be very important to prove that, if two tweets are
connected by retweet or hashtag then that can be
called as of similar type [1,6,7,10].To map the
emotional words in the text, they used the lexicon to
judge. The lexicon examines whether the text
contains the emotion indicative word or not.
Considering an example, given a message “I am
very excited today”, the word excited occurs in the
lexicon’s excited category, and no word exists in the
lexicon’s other emotion categories (happy, angry
and surprise). Thus, the feature is that: happy(0),
excited(1), angry(0) and surprise( 0)[12].In previous
work, to detect the real time intentions used the term
‘usage indicative term’ which means the word that
show the activities associated with it. Also, the
content indicative term indicates the main subject in
the text.[14].Real time public safety events are
found based on the sentiment analysis, they created
social senors based on the storytelling approach
from the tweets indicating safety issues[18].
Proposed Work
We used bag-of-words model because it gives us a
better understanding of the text and also the content
of the text. The Aylien text api is used to analyze the
sentiment influenced words. As soon as, the
sentiment analysis part is over. By using Rapid
Miner we extracted the tweets from the site named
Twitter. Rapid miner helps in downloading the
tweets from a particular location .For sentiment
analysis, we took almost 14000 tweets of
controversial topics in the Microblogging world.
The major work done, is we choose the riots causing
topics in India, One of them is Padmavat. We
consider event related to Padmavat in Gujrat which
is about to happen. We will take tweets from this
particular location and the tweets will be analyzed if
the tweets negative comments raised up to a
threshold, which we have set previously, then we
will say that the event in Gujrat related to Padmavat
will require public safety.
Example
We chose 10 topics that are
B_R_Ambedkar,
Jignesh Mewani, Mayawati, NDTV, Padmavat,
PNB_Bank, Prakash Ambedkar, Rahul Gandhi,
Trump, Shivaji Jayanti.
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We randomly chose a location say Gujrat and the
topic Padmavat. We downloaded the tweets based
from Gujrat location. And then the sentiment
analysis has been done on it. The Threshold set was
50. The total percent of negative tweets of padmavat
went above the set threshold that means any event
related to padmavat occurring in Gujrat will require
public safety arrangements.
Bag of Word (Vector Space Model)
Bag of Word: The bag-of-words model is used in
NLP and IR and is a representation of words. It is
also known as the vector space model.
The following shows a text document by using
BOW.
Given two text documents:
(1) Jyoti likes to play games. Jaya likes games too.
(2) Jyoti also likes to watch series.
The list constructed given below.
{
"Jyoti",
"likes",
"to",
"play",
"games",

The event needs public safety arrangements If
( PN < T )
Event is safe
PN = The percentage of total number of tweets.
T= The threshold which we have taken for
analysing
Flowchart

"Jaya",
"too",
"also",
"watch",
"series"

Fig 2. Detecting Public Safety Events

}

Fig.1 Data Preprocessing using Bag of Words
Model
Algorithm
Consider negative tweets as
priority If ( PN > T)
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Result and Discussion
Retrieval of offline tweets:
To perform this task database containing tweets
should be needed. So we have used a MySQL
database containing 14000 tweets for offline or
document classification. Whenever the tweets of a
particular link or profile are retrieved, they all are
imported to the database in our framework.
The Rapid Miner is used to extract tweets .It
includes extraction of tweets based on various
features like Geolocation, particular hashtags, time
and date and many more.
Data Preprocessing:
It is a very important stage in our framework where
it involves following step
(1)Tokenization:
Tokenization is a process in which terms in the text
are split to form tokens (words, phrases or other
meaningful elements). Here each tweet is broken
up into words, i.e. tokens and passed as input to the
next stage.
In text mining, most of the frequently used words in
English are unwanted words for mining. So such
words are called stop words. And the division of the
natural language is the stop words. Stop words
include a, an, the, and, are, as, at, be, for, from, has,
he, in, is, it, its, of, on, that, the, to, was, were, will,
with etc. In this step the stop words should be
eliminated to make the tweets look less heavy and
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more important for analytics. Dimensionality of the
term space will be reduced by removing stop words
from the tweets. Here we have used the classic
method for removing stop words.
(3) Stemming:
In this step root or stem of the words is identified.
For example, the words define, defined, defining and
definition all can be streamed to the word "define".
Here we have used stemming algorithm to reduce
the number of words, eliminate various suffixes, to
have accurately matching stems, and to save time
and memory space.
Extraction of Features:
Extraction of features is also an important step in
text classification and clustering. It is the process of
selecting the subset of the words from the training
data set. This subset acts as features in the process
of text classification. In this work method used to
represent text is Bag-Of-Words model i.e. BOW
model. BOW model is the most widely recognized
strategy to depict text. The text is divided into words
in this technique and every word depicts a feature.
For example, for sports dataset, Sachin Tendulkar,
cricket, football, India etc. act as features. This step
is useful for the classification and clustering in two
ways: (1) by reducing the size of the vocabulary
which can be trained to use for applying the
classifier algorithm efficiently, and (2) by
eliminating the noise features which in turn makes
the clustering and feature extraction to increase the
accuracy of classification

Fig 4.Sentiment Analysis Window
Sentiment Analysis of 14,000 tweets:
In this, we have taken 14,000 tweets of 10 different
topics for the analysis of sentiments.

Fig 5(a)

Sentiment Analysis:
Here, we can browse any text document or simply
type something in the box and by clicking on the
sentiment analysis button, it will show whether the
tweet is negative or positive. It will show how much
percent the tweets are negative or positive.
Also, we have determined whether the tweet is more
focussed on which part of sentence whether it is
subjective or objective.

Fig 5(b)

Fig 5(c) Sentiment Analysis of 14,000 Tweets
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Public Safety Event Detection:
Here,In week 1 we calculated the total number of
positive We will select the topic which we are
focussing on for example we chose Padmavat here.

By clicking on the scale button it will us our final
result whether the events related to Padmavat in
Gujrat needs public security or not.

Fig 9. Final Result
Fig 6: Selection of Topic
By entering polarity in the search box we can
overlook tweets having polarity negative, positive or
neutral.

Fig 7. Overlook of Negative Tweets
Here By clicking on the polarity count button it will
show the total number of positive, negative or
neutral tweets.

Fig 8. Number of Negative, Positive and Neutral
Tweets
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The previous public safety event detection method
were based on crowd sensing and a mobile crowd
sensing based social media crawler is given with the
spatial and temporal information. While this paper
includes the hate tweets from nearby locations of an
event and about that particular event .It checks
whether the tweets negative comments exceed s a
particular threshold, if so then the event requires
public safety.
Conclusion
We have taken 14000 tweets for sentiment analysis
of 10 different topics .The 10 topics include some
riot causing topics and some random topics.By
considering tweets of particular area for example
Gujrat and also by choosing the topic Padmavat,we
will perform sentiment analysis on tweets . The total
number of negative comments will me converted
into percentage. If the percent of total negative
comments goes above the threshold then the Events
related to Padmavat in Gujrat will need Public
Safety Arrangements.
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